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“The plan [involved] 1,000 Dutch soldiers who would go into the area with light weapons and only what
fits in their backpacks,” De Telegraaf wrote, citing Dutch army commander Lt. Gen. Martin Wijnen. Zuma
/ TASS

An elite Dutch military unit was on hair-trigger alert to deploy to separatist-controlled
eastern Ukraine to secure the Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 crash site until a last-minute stand-
down order in 2014, the Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf reported Tuesday.

The report comes one week ahead of the first hearing in a key trial of three Russian and one
Ukrainian suspects in the tragedy. The suspects, who have not been turned over to the Dutch,
face charges of murdering 298 people onboard flight MH17 on July 17, 2014.

Related article: MH17 Investigators Have an Eyewitness, Dutch Prosecutor Says
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Martin Wijnen.

The troops, members of an infantry unit that can be rapidly deployed anywhere in the world,
were reportedly ready for departure within 48 hours of being alerted to prepare for the
mission.

Around 1,000 more Australian troops, whose citizens were also killed in the downing of MH17,
were set to support the Dutch operation, De Telegraaf reported.

Their planned deployment aimed to take positions around a 35-square-kilometer area of the
crash site for a few days to allow aid workers and forensic investigators to recover the bodies.

Authorities in the Hague canceled the mission because the pro-Russian rebels that controlled
the territory eventually cooperated in allowing the repatriation of the bodies.

The Netherlands ended up sending 40 unarmed members of its military police to search for
the remains of the MH17 crash victims, most of whom were Dutch nationals.

The nixed deployment was also plagued by concerns that a potential clash with local forces on
the ground could lead to escalation with neighboring Russia.

“Not what you want with a large, heavily armed Russian force nearby on the other side of the
border,” De Telegraaf wrote.
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